HOBLink iWT
Comfortable Remote RDP Access with Apple iPad
Overview

Advantages at a Glance

Mobile working has become a trend: working when, where,
and how one likes is increasingly demanded by employees and
facilitated by employers. But to be productive at any location and
to work efficiently, some criteria need to be fulfilled. Besides a
convenient work environment, equipped with mobile devices, e.g.,
an Apple iPad, an Internet connection as well as performant and
reliable remote access to central company data and applications
need to be ensured – without risking the security of company
resources, of course.
HOBLink iWT satisfies all the needs a company might have regarding remote access with RDP and an Apple iPad. HOBLink iWT
particularly scores in terms of security, comfort, flexibility, and
reliability.

• Company resources are quickly and easily
remotely available via the Apple iPad
• User-performant RDP protocol
• Various access targets: Windows Server
(with RDS), desktops, Mac, Unix and VNC
• Multiple sessions / RDP servers can be
accessed simultaneously
• Full-fledged, on-screen Windows keyboard
• Scalable solution – adaption to new needs
and requirements is easily possible
• RDP Fast Reconnect function for the
re-establishment of interrupted sessions
• Audio redirection enables the smooth
play-back of audio files over a remote
access connection with your iPad
• Session-Broker: Assigns to HOBLink iWT
the Windows Server with the least load
• OpenGL usage for faster drawing of
graphics. HOBLink iWT converts graphical
data into OpenGL commandos and
directly sends them to the GPU of the iPad
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HOBLink iWT Mode of Operation

Areas of Use
The areas of use of HOBLink iWT are as individual

Remote access to Windows Server (with RDS) is very

and flexible as the company itself. Whenever

helpful, e.g., during meetings, to bridge waiting times

secure, flexible, mobile access to centrally stored

at the airport or railway station, or when visiting a

company data with RDP and Apple iPad is needed,

customer’s site. Moreover, remote access is useful for

HOB Link iWT is the perfect companion. Here, it

physicians as a supporting technology for their daily

doesn‘t matter on which platforms data are stored

business. During ward rounds, physicians can transfer

– whether Windows Server (with RDS), Virtual Desk-

patient data directly to the central server via Apple

top Infrastructure (VDI), or on desktop systems.

iPad. Digitizing hand-written notes afterwards becomes

With the HOB Add-On products HOB MacGate and

obsolete. This not only reduces time and effort, but

HOB X11 Gate it is also possible to access Mac OS

also minimizes the risk of errors that could occur while

machines and UNIX/Linux systems, respectively.

re-entering the data.

Remote access to data stored in a cloud is easily
possible, too. A big advantage: even if the desktop PC

Another benefit: if company data and applications are

is turned off, it is very easy to remotely wake it up with

centrally stored, data security is improved, administ-

the help of the included Wake-on-LAN function. This is

ration is eased, and data are easier to control. And,

not only very convenient, but also saves energy costs

of course, company resources are optimally protected

and supports Green IT.

by modern authentication and encryption methods.
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Mode of Operation and Functionality
HOBLink iWT is an HOB-owned, full-fledged RDP

mode. In addition, HOBLink iWT offers a complete

client for access to Windows Server (with RDS), VDI,

Windows keyboard including function keys. For

VNC servers, desktop systems, Mac OS machines

an even more efficient working experience with

and UNIX/Linux systems via the Apple iPad.

HOB Link iWT, it is possible to connect and use
external keyboards with your iPad. Moreover,

Thanks to the already included load balancing function

HOB Link iWT supports international keyboard lay-

(broadcast), all server requests are optimally distribu-

outs. This is why the handling is particularly intuitive

ted to the existing hardware. Thus, resources can be

and easy – comfortable and efficient working is

perfectly used; it might even be possible to reduce the

facilitated in all situations. It is also possible to open

number of servers. With load balancing, the client is

several, parallel RDP sessions. In case a session gets

automatically connected to the least busy server.

interrupted, the RDP reconnect function can be used
to re-establish the connection. Due to the support of

This is why users are able to quickly and securely

the Session Broker, session requests of HOBLink iWT

access central company resources – just download

are automatically forwarded to the next available Win-

the app from the Apple App Store and install it on

dows Server. This way, existing resources can be used

the device. Neither an additional server component

more efficiently. Additionally, you can play-back audio

nor additional soft- or hardware on the client side are

files remotely on your iPad with the “audio redirection”

needed.

function. Graphic-intense content is processed faster
due to the usage of OpenGL. HOBLink iWT converts

HOBLink iWT offers full-fledged multi-touch-handling

graphical data into OpenGL commandos and directly

and is able to display data in portrait or landscape

sends them to the GPU of the iPad.

Strong Performance with RDP
RDP is the leading industry standard for the transmis-

exchanged seven-times the amount of data. Also the

sion of graphical user interfaces. RDP is very power-

comparison of RDP to the proven X-Protocol (X11,

ful and offers a multitude of useful functions.

MIT) delivered results of a similar magnitude. The

In a large-scale benchmark test, none of the many

comparison of the exchanged data volume corres-

other protocols being tested against the latest version

ponds approximately to the ratio of the response-

of RDP were superior or even comparable in functio-

times, i.e., the amount of time the user waits, e.g., for

nality or performance.

the image to be refreshed.

In realistic benchmark tests between RDP and VNC
protocol (RFB – Remote Framebuffer Protocol), VNC
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Optional Products
HOBLink iWT is completely compatible with HOB

are used together, companies profit from the advanta-

Remote Desktop Virtual Private Network (HOB RD VPN)

ges of an SSL VPN when accessing Windows Server

and the herein included HOB WebSecureProxy

with RDS via an Apple iPad.

(HOB WSP). When HOBLink iWT and HOB RD VPN

HOB WSP cares for an SSL-encrypted data transmission
between Apple iPad and HOB WSP.

Furthermore, HOBLink iWT can be deployed in

Shortcomings of the slower VNC connection are

combination with HOB MacGate and HOB X11 Gate,

eliminated. Instead, users benefit from the leaner and

allowing for remote access to Macs and Unix-X11-

faster RDP protocol. Due to the HOB VNC-Bridge it

based systems. With the VNC-Bridge technology,

is, for example, possible to make adjustments in the

which is built into HOB RD VPN, it is also possible to

BIOS of the target computer via Intel AMT.

access VNC servers. HOB VNC-Bridge transforms the
VNC protocol into the more performant RDP protocol.
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Security Aspects and Features
HOBLink iWT already comes with many security fea-

security features are available. Hereby, HOB WSP acts

tures. On the one hand, several options for encrypting

as a security gateway between HOBLink iWT and the

data communication are included; on the other hand,

Windows Server farms. All communications between

authentication options can be chosen according to

HOBLink iWT and HOB WSP are transferred SSL/

one’s needs. HOBLink iWT supports standard RDP-

TSL-encrypted. The advantage: Windows Server (with

encryption and allows to use pre-configured SOCKS-

RDS) does not need to be accessible directly from the

or http-proxies as additional authentication sources.

Internet, but can be securely kept within the LAN – behind the firewall. Optionally, a user authentication with

Additional Security Features in Combination
with HOB RD VPN

Vasco, SafeWord Premier Access or RSA SecurID is

If HOBLink iWT is used together with HOB WebSecu-

vers. Furthermore, HOBLink iWT supports multi-factor

reProxy (HOB WSP) as part of HOB Remote Desktop

authentication methods of many third party suppliers.

available, if these components are installed on the ser-

Virtual Private Network (HOB RD VPN), additional

Highlights
• Remote access via an Apple iPad to: Windows Server (with RDS), VDI, desktops, Mac OS machines, UNIX/Linux
and VNC-Server
• Remote access to Windows Server with Remote Desktop Services via an Apple iPad
• Remote booting of the target system when needed (Wake-on-LAN)
• Several, parallel RDP sessions possible
• Full-fledged on-screen Windows keyboard
• International keyboard support
• RDP Fast Reconnect function for interrupted sessions
• Remotely play-back audio files with the audio redirect function
• Session-Broker: Assigns to HOBLink iWT the Windows Server with the least load
• OpenGL usage for faster drawing of graphics. HOBLink iWT converts graphical data into OpenGL commandos
and directly sends them to the GPU of the iPad

System Requirements
Client Specifications
• Systemanforderungen
»» Apple iPad with operating system iOS 3.2 or higher

• Hardware/Memory Requirements
»» Apple iPad 1st Generation (WiFi and 16GB) or higher
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Server Specifications
• Hardware/Memory Requirements to Windows Server
with Remote Desktop Services
Dependent on several factors:
»» Number of accessing clients
»» Applications running on the server
»» Behavior of users

Remote Desktop connections to Windows Home editions are not supported.
Of course, the required Microsoft licenses need to be available, depending on usage. In order to make a forecast
regarding the required server specifications, we recommend using the guide provided by Microsoft.
(Please look at: http://technet.microsoft.com/)
For more detallied information, you can give us a call or write us an e-mail.
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